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New meme coin Big Eyes Coin (BIG) is poised to cause a major shakeup in the market. Its goal is to
funnel capital into the DeFi ecosystem while maintaining a sizable presence in the financial
technology sector. It’s a cutting-edge, brand-new platform with an established ecosystem that has
broad appeal. Big Eyes Coin (BIG) has the potential to outperform Bitcoin (BTC) and Dogecoin
(DOGE), according to market analysts (DOGE).

The Brand New Big Eyes Coin (BIG), Explained
Recently introduced to the cryptocurrency market, Big Eyes Coin (BIG) positions itself as a
community-driven meme coin with the goal of redistributing funds into the DeFi ecosystem. To help
preserve the ocean, a vital part of the planet’s ecosystem, BIG gives five percent of its annual profits
to non-governmental organizations (NGOs) focused on the sea. The blockchain community also plans
to employ NFTs to launch a self-replicating hypergrowth platform, providing users with easy entry to
the kinds of fresh material and experiences that will make the hype train worthwhile to ride.

Meme currencies are making a big splash in the cryptocurrency market. Several prominent
personalities in society have publicly declared meme coins to be a reliable investment. If you’re not
familiar with the meme coin market, it can be tough to choose the finest options among hundreds of
options.

Meme-based currencies have been trending upward in recent years. Meme coins are digital
currencies that take its inspiration from “memes,” or amusing ideas spread through media like
photos and videos. Dogecoin (DOGE) and Shiba Inu (MINU) are the two most widely traded meme
currencies in the cryptocurrency market (SHIB). To achieve the goals of moving money to the DeFi
ecosystem and safeguarding a vital part of the world’s ecology, the Big Eyes Coin (BIG) community
needs a self-propagating ecosystem. Each part of the company generates riches and popularity
except the charity, which gives both cash and popularity for the endeavor.
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Special Features of Big Eyes Coin (BIG)

Respect for the community

In the rush to convert cryptocurrency into fiat currency, investors often overlook the true worth of
the network itself. There are millions of people who might be doing something else right now; label
it the cognitive surplus if you like; yet it is these people that created the crypto market and built the
Metaverse, NFTs, and DeFi we use today. Big Eyes (BIG) cat society has the resources to build the
now, and cats will thrive in all of them so that they can make the next for the Holders before anyone
else (HBAE).

The Big Eyes Sushi Crew Club

The Big Eyes Sushi Crew is a club organized and maintained by Big Eyes Coin (BIG). Big-eyed
people only need apply to this exclusive club. One of the most important features of the platform is
NFT Holder. It plans to host NFT gatherings every year for the top ten projects!

It will be up for a vote whether or not to ignite the NFTs, which will generate profits. This is a
brilliant idea from the corporation, as it gives the community control over whether or not tokens are
burned or put back into circulation. Even so, Big Eyes Coin (BIG) is succeeding in its goal of being
community based.

Start the Ocean With Big Eyes Coin (BIG)

The creators of a new cryptocurrency say they hope to save the world’s oceans while making a
killing. Big Eyes Coin (BIG) is a new meme currency that is changing the game with its cute, crypto
cat that is obsessed with sushi. The world over will fall in love with this friendly feline, whose only
want is for the Bitcoin coin to be distributed so that the oceans can be protected.

Ocean reserves help depleted fish populations rebound by introducing new species, often of a higher
biomass. Without the direct effects of oil drilling and pollution, these fish should thrive. This is
essential for those who depend on fish as a staple food and helps to keep the climate in check.
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How to Buy Big Eye Coin (BIG)?
There isn’t a lot of hassle involved when buying Big Eyes. First things first, you need to get yourself
a cryptocurrency wallet. This can be a Trust wallet or a metamask wallet. Unlike the Metamask
Wallet, which is meant for desktop computers, the Trust Wallet is tailored to work with mobile
devices.

In order to link a wallet to a personal computer, select your desired choice from the drop-down
menu next to the “connect wallet” button. On mobile, tap the “wallet Connect” option.

When selecting the “link wallet” option, three distinct alternatives would be presented.

Buy some Ethereum with your credit card (ETH).

Big Eyes are now available for purchase with Ethereum (ETH)

When shopping for Big Eyes, USDT is an acceptable currency.

The first option is for those who do not currently have any ETH or USDT on hand. To make any kind
of purchase, you will need to spend at least one thousand BIG tokens. Wait until the price of ETH or
USDT rises above $15 before making a purchase. If you want to buy USDT, you’ll have to wait until
the USDT contract and the total amount of the transaction are confirmed.

Your BIG token balance will be updated as soon as the presale ends, regardless of whether you
purchased with ETH or USDT. Visit the Big Eyes (BIG) website in order to retrieve your token.

From the DeFi industry to the NFT industry, the Big Eyes (BIG) initiative brings a new ecosystem
that is extraordinarily well-balanced. The goal of the Big eyeballs (BIG) project has been widely
praised, and the initiative has garnered a lot of support from donors because of its potential to
enrich the DeFi ecosystem monetarily while also helping the local community and safeguarding
marine species. This goal is ambitious in that it aims to achieve all of these things simultaneously. At
the end of the first week of the presale, the BIG token has already collected a total of $1,084,635.69
USDT.

Big Eyes Coin (BIG) is a cryptocurrency whose development efforts center on potentially very
profitable crypto ventures. The total value locked (TVL) in decentralized finance initiatives
surpassed $230 billion just a year after non-fungible token (NFT) sales brought in $40 billion. Big
Eyes (BIG) NFTs may attract a lot of investors and generate a lot of profit if their release was linked
to the idea of ocean conservation.
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Conclusion
Perhaps you’re trying to figure out which of the many possible meme coins featuring cats and dogs
is the best investment for you. As a buyer, your needs will determine the answer. If you’re looking
for a meme currency that meets a specific purpose and stands out from the crowd, Big Eyes Coin
(BIG) could be the way to go. In addition, Shiba Inu (SHIB) may be an excellent substitute if you’re
looking for a tried-and-true canine currency that’s already established in the crypto market and
carries little to no inherent risk.

The outlook for meme currencies is better than ever. Dogecoin’s continued legitimacy, for instance,
makes it an attractive investment option. Customers who want a new meme currency that stands out
from the crowd through clever branding should hold on to Big Eyes Coin (BIG).

Why trade crypto futures on BTCC?

Largest variety of futures: Daily, weekly, quarterly&perpetual
Flexible leverage from 10x to 150x
Lowest trading fees 0.03%
Industry-leadingmarket liquidity
Plenty of campaigns to win exciting rewards
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